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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 HUG THE STREETS  - is:A Research project initiated during the 2016 Idelab, Byer som virker – Cities that works! Or functions?  As research group – we were thrown together through this initiative and asked to identify what research questions would be relevant to this end. we decided to investigate how the city, the spatial and functional elements of the city itself could be put to work. So cities at work maybe More specifically the project looks at the city tree, the street tree in particular. And how the street design and city planning – could look if the tree was treated as an active stakeholder in the process



FUTURE CITY – GREEN CITY
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3FUTURE CITY – GREEN CITYIn 2016, the city council of Oslo had launched plans for a car-free city centre. The research team wanted to explore the potentials of the streets as the largest continouous public space in a city – connecting everything and everyone and everywhere – and as such – a good starting point for larger structural changes – social, economic and ecological changes – that can reach all parts of the city.  What better structure – than the tree – and to look into the perceived possibilities of creating urban green infrastructure – that can connect with other urban infrastructures both above ground (soft mobility) and below ground (energy, water) by reclaiming the urban space today used for car parking.   



FUTURE CITY – GREEN CITY

1792 Plan of 
the City of 
Washington in 
the Territory 
of Columbia
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Presentation Notes
The virtue of the street tree – is in no way news – FUTURE CITY OF THE PASTLooking into the history of the street tree we realised how Trees and street trees specifically have historically been a symbol of status, grandeur and capital! – or CAPITAL city as Washington  Trees were requisite for the streets to be worthy of a capital city – not least the capital of a new nation that wanted to show of its importance. The trees were important – and valuable In 1803 – anyone who intentionally harmed a tree was issued a fine of 5 dollarsIn 1820 – another law allowed private citicens to plant trees outside their own property at their own expence –– and gave them the right to fence this area in order to protect the tree The streets were designed as arteries and structures – grandiose, tree planted avenues – not solely purposed as space for moving people around – but as tales of the city – its importance. “Breadth of the streets – the grand avenues and such streets as lead immediately to public places are … wide and may be conveniently divided into footways, walks of trees and a carriage way”   



THE CHERRY TREE REBELLION
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Furthermore – trees were used as symbols of diplomatic relations in 1912 - The plantings of 3000 cherry trees originated as a gift of friendship to the People of the United States from the People of Japan.  So prominent were the trees that in 1938 – when trees were threatended by the construction fo the thomas jefferson memorial – 50 women marched on the White House, armed with a petition to stop the damage to the trees. The following day, the same women chained themselves to a tree at the construction site, with hopes to stop the work.  A group of approximately 150 women, seized shovels from workers, re-filled holes, and prepared for a stand-off against workers and bulldozers in order to help save the trees. a group of women chanied themselvs together in political statement against presiedent roosevelt. As result of this CHERRY TREE REBELLION – a compromise was reached wherein more trees would be planted to frame the memorial.



PARKS FOR TREES AND WALKS
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Parking – originally So neither the trees nor the design of the street - was in any way left to itself – In 1870 - the United States Congress passed a law to set aside up to 50 % of the width of a street for creating “parks for trees and walks”: Parking areas. The parking commission of Washington, DC, was established one year later and oversaw the planting of more than 70 000 trees throughout the streets of Washington over the next decade.  The strips of parking not only cooled the streets and offered a shield between the dust from the streets and residents alongside, but the parking made the streets more manageable by reducing their great width and the amount of paving they required SO Parking – meant the (often fenced in) green park-stips alongside the streets Here is shown a NORMAL type planting – withe grass parking on both sides



A Street Tree
System for 
New York, 
1916 L. Cox

HUG THE STREETS – BRING PARKING BACK
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From parking trees to parking cars As the trees of Washington DC   matured, they provided shade for horses and were sometimes used for tying up horses and carriages alongside the roadway. Though it was illegal to trespass on parking areas or maim parking trees, the increase in traffic put a stress on trees and vegetation. As the automobile replaced horse carriages, and cars were lined up along the parking strips, parking areas were given over to car storage. The practice of parking automobiles overtook the meaning of the word as well as the space of the original parking.  NOW WHAT IF WE BRING PARKING BACK – To its original meaning  



TREES IN THE HIERARCHY OF CITY PLANNING
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OVER TO OSLO Same year as Laurie Cox wrote his Street tree system for New York a new municipal department – of parks – was established in Oslo Oslo was not – like Washington established as capital city – after the fire of 1624 – the city was a fortification, a garnison city – and while Trondheim, with the cicignon plan of 1681 was drawn to show of the importance of the archbishop of Nidaros – the streets of Christiania was not meant to show off this daughter of Copenhagen.  But as young capital city in the twin kingdom with Sweden, the city plan of 1838 included the grand tre-lined axis along Karl Johans gate – and from 1875 – the roads department had its own planting commission – responsible for establishing the lines of trees we find today in Bygdøy alle and Parkveien.   When the king of Siam, visited the independent Norway in 1907 – he brought a ginko tree as gift.  So where are we today? The parks department established in 1916 – lead by Marius Røhne developed a working document named  – the green city – which became the first parks policy in Oslo.  Present day Bymiljøetaten – was established in 2010 – as a result of a merger – between the departments of recreation, traffic and sports – as well as taking over the responsibilities for the streets. So all in one place – the street trees should be well taken care of But as we try to understand who decides what – and how – we find the department for streets, and soft mobility in a different division than the department for public space and green, - and well hidden in this structure -the subdivision for parks and city trees. Far down in the hierarchy- not even visible in the organisational map of bym. .. SO WHO IS PLANNING AND PLANTING TREES IN THE CITY STREETS TODAY? Who speaks for the street-trees – and who speaks against?



FROM CITY OF CARS TO CITY LIFE
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FROM TRAFFIC TO CITY LIFE _ prioritisation has shifted.  We saw how the parking strips gradually was taken over by the motorised traffic – and the street section has traffic – parked cars , lots of activity – the streets have always been arteries for transportation of goods and people – types of vehicle has varied – and for a long time the private car has prevailed- everyone else has been pushed out and away This is changing – and the hierarchy of users – and finances – has changed. The streets are rediscovered as the important public space they are. Private car – is losing terrain and space – for public transport, bicycles, no more parking cars! – not gone – but at the bottom of the hierarchy! But the tree has still not found its way back in this hierarchy! 



FUTURE CITY - GREEN CITY?



FUTURE CITY - GREEN CITY?
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The green visions – can be found in the municipal strategies for climate adaptation, the need for rainwater management, for robust green, bio diversity,Increasing attractivity of public space for strengthening soft mobility, and giving everyday green experiences to people living in the city centres.Maybe we can allow the discussion on beauty, sensations, well-beiing What happened on the way from green visions – to the grey reality? 



FROM CITY LIFE TO LIVING CITY

THE TREE AS METHOD
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This led to the development of what we called – the three as method - The tree is our viewpoint from which we observe how streets are organized and used – however, the tree and the introduction of more trees is also an end to itself. A tree stretches above and below ground and interacts with infrastructures both above and below the surface of a street. As such the tree is a lens through which we can observe the conflicts and interactions of infrastructure/networkA tree can grow to high age, and carries a dimension of time, and of change over time. It is a lens through which we can observe the change of use and spatial organization over time.A tree carries meaning, something we relates to as humans, almost personal. (Old) trees bring back memories and emotions. It gives us a lens through which we can observe how sense of ownership can influence who participates and how, in debates of public spaces



THE TREE
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THE TREE_  A tree is not just a tree – we can study it from different perspectives� it in different roles –The tree as physical object is interesting by means of its presence and place within the street sectionThe tree as historic object is interesting by means of its role through timeThe tree as symbolic object is interesting by means of its perceived valueThe tree as biological object is interesting by means of its capacity to respond to and mitigate effects of climate changeThe tree as financial object is interesting by means of its value vs cost of achieving A: THE TREE AS PHYSICAL OBJECT IS INTERESTING BY MEANS OF ITS PRESENCE AND PLACE WITHIN THE STREET SECTIONStarting point of the project was – how to introduce more trees into the urban fabric of streetsThe argument in favour being that trees makes cities more green – literally by bringing green leaves and canopies in between the houses, and environmentally by offering ecosystem services – such as habitat, storm water uptake, filtering particles, reduction of urban heat island effect and positive effects on mental health and property values. However, the experience show that even though new plans would include street trees (examples of this) rarely the trees would be included all the way through to realization. The assumption is that there are a number of actors – in the form of infrastructures below and above ground that fight for space in the city – and that the space these infrastructures occupy is a result of traditional technology, ways of operating and power relations/hierarchy/priorities. 



THE TREE AS ACTOR
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The tree does not take part in public hearings and participatory processes The apartment owner who does not want trees in front of the window – even though he draws the curtains to avoid overheating in summerThe road maintenance crew who needs sufficient space on pavement – else the specialised equipment makes the contractors too expenciveThe shop-owner who doesn’t want tall trees that shield the adverticement sign – even when more trees could attract more pedestriansThe sun worshipper who does not want shade on the pavement, thogh most of the year he passes trhogu snow, dust, rain and sweltering heatWho voices the needs of the tree in all theses processes and who do we listen to? While we search for solutions that accommodates all – the battle for space continues – below ground



STAKEHOLDER INTERPRETATIONS

• Reimagining streets

• Drawing as an entry to 
practice

• The tree as an actor –
and a method
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SO STAKEHOLDERSwe needed to understand the stakeholders that are involved in street planning and design.  Again Back to the initial question – what happened to the street trees in planning?  But this time combined with the infrastructure researcher outlook from actor network theory – and the participatory design researcher outlook on how interaction shape understanding. We wanted to use stakeholder involvement and participatory design as tools to reimagine streets.  Interviewing stakeholders from the side of politics, maintenance, planning and conservation. We asked the participants to draw the street, and learnt through their drawings, how different their perspectives on what a street constitutes. Our own experience in the project had taught us – how we – coming from different research disciplines would talk about the same things, using different words – or talking about different things – using similar notions. And even with the best intentions – discussions could get rather messy. In this situation – the tree became the central focus – to organise input and understanding. How does the dialogue change when the tree become an actor? – omnipresent – how does it affect the way the stakeholders draw, discuss and reimagine the street



THE TECHNICAL CITY

• Flow of traffic above ground

• Flow of electricity, water and sewage below ground
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Drawn by an employee at the city government administrationthe technical city – urban space as technical space. A space where there is smooth movement of traffic, where there is a good and wellfuncitning broadband connection, and where where pipes and cables underground are shielded from tree roots. In the drawing: Flow of traffic above groundFlow of electricity, water and sewage below ground



• Taking sensory experience 
seriously

• Urban space that facilitate 
a sensory connection to 
nature ground

THE SENSORY CITY
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Drawn by someone else at the city administrative office, an architect.Another vision: the sensory city. In this drawing, there is nothing underground. When discussing this drawing, our informant said emphasized how it is important for people to see trees in the city, because trees reminds us that we belong to nature. In street restructuring projects, he advocated choosing trees that clearly shows the changing of the seasons:Choosing the right kind of street tree is important. I am fond of trees that blooms, that gets nice colors in the fall, and that has a branch structure that is suitable for Christmas decorations.His vision of the city is a city that takes sensory experience seriously and that facilitate a sensory connection to nature.



• Continuity with the past 
– architecture in focus

• Recoverability - retaining 
history as layers of old 
structures underground

THE HISTORICAL CITY
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Drawn by an employee at the cultural heritage management officeMaintaining a continuity with the past – architecture in focusEmphasizing recoverability - Retaining history as layers of old structures undergroundI am very fond of trees […] but I think it’s wrong to have trees in  [the main square], because it’s in direct conflict with the place’s initial spirit and heritage. And it’s in conflict with it’s readability, you loose one of  the most important architectural spaces in Oslo. 



• The technical units have the 
final authority of approving 
the street plans

• A matter of education? 
Fatigue? What counts in the 
end?

«THE TECHNICAL GUYS WIN»
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The issue of whose visions are prioritized. When we dicussed this with the employee of the city government administration who was a proponent ot the sensory city, he said: »the technical guys win!». And he elaborated: «Older male engineers haven’t learned about the importance of trees. There are so many other things they have to succeed with, they can’t bear to take another perspective.»«If the technical doesn’t work, of course they [the engineers] will get in trouble.»Three issues he is bringing up with this:A matter of education: traditional engineering degrees did not train students for interdisciplinary collaboration?A matter of fatigue? Too many concerns to deal with for those responsible for the end productA matter of what counts in the end – failing with technical solutiuons and traffic will be sanctioned



WHAT IF THE TREE COMES FIRST?
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I dette nokså kaotiske bildet – hvilken plass har treet? 



• Reimagining the street

• Opening up the section

STREET LEVEL
STORIES
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3: STREETWe took this method onto the next work pacage – street level. We wanted to open up the section of the street – and by that open up the debate on how the space is used – who are busy in the secion? And where does that leave the tree and the green infrastructures. We selected three case studies , all highly complex streets, Through interviews with infrastructure stakeholders – the tram – the waterworks, the electricity and the district heating. With the architects and with the project owner and project manager. We have asked them to imagine and reimagine streets, how and where does the trees belong. 



BASICS
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Maintenance –  In its most simple form – pavement – roadway and pavement�And with a clearly visible curb- division. All streets are different, but also alike in the sense that they contain a lane, possibly bicycle lanes and sidewalks, on one or two sides, and in different widths. It is the requirement of the free width that matters – access, and efficiency. Along with the divisions of responibility – who takes care of what



USER EXPERIENCE
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When view to the advertising sign stops trees?When security or sunlight becomes more important?



COMPLEXITY
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Interesting, are the stories of bargaining of space- where - the street has been opened - and appear to be narrower than expected  - NEXT PAGE- area or pipelines that are not registered earlier More complexity than expected - and where there are different strategies Solved by removing component - so late in the project it is the tree that goes out Solved by scouring the project for holes large enough to squize in  a tree Solved by looking at the project again - find new solutions, change infrastructure
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- area or pipelines that are not registered earlier More complexity than expected - and where there are different strategies Solved by removing component - so late in the project it is the tree that goes out Solved by scouring the project for holes large enough to squize in  a tree Solved by looking at the project again - find new solutions, change infrastructure



• Importance of regulatory process 
• legally binding plans for vegetation to ensure the correct execution and 

quality of a project in the event of a cut. 
• Principal decisions on where the pipelines go 
• Ensuring large enough soil volume
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As several people point out, it is important in the early phase to have binding provisions But also that money is put into vegetation - when digging increases in costs It is important in the regulatory process that plans showing vegetation and materials become legally binding to ensure the correct execution and quality of a project in the event of a cut. Technical guides in the street Wide sidewalksPrincipal decisions on where the pipelines go And ensure large enough soil volume





• How and where the trees are placed
• Thinking trees in length volume and with good visibility across 
• Planting box with holes so that the roots come out 
• Be aware how curbstones steals soil volume
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How and where the trees are placedThinking trees in length volume and with good visibility across Planting box with holes so that the roots come out Be aware how curbstones steals soil volumewater management and soil volume tree rows on both sides Planting box with holes so that the roots come out Active facades and wide sidewalks





• Choise of trees and maintenance regime is crucial when combining trees and 
other infrastructures

• Planning for stormwater and flood management. 
• Seasonal changes must be regarded
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Choise of trees and maintenance regime is crucial when combining trees and other infrastructures Planning for stormwater and flood management. Seasonal changes must be regardedMore features with regard to waterFall on street level, space for water and overwater handlingrainbeds or plant boxes for trees such as the new sand trap - where sediments in the surface water are collected before being piped to the piping system. Plant boxes - whether they are small and suitable for vegetation and shrubs or larger ones that can hold trees. Here, both the water is filtered and stored, with drainage if it becomes too large.



INVISIBLE VOLUMES
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Realising the difficulties of finding space for large root systems – makes the value of existing trees as well as existing root systems – so much more urgent. How is such a street planned for the future? When the trees are cut - does the space become pavement area? Facilitated for soft road users? Or are the cars removed on the opposite side to allow for pavement in addition to trees?Where large trees have stood, the battle for space under the ground has already been fought. If the crown is gone - the root volume remains - and new trees can be planted in the same place - and benefit from nourishment and space as the old root decays awayShould roots be given the same protection as large trees?



DIALOGUES
• Chase the standards

• Change the education

• Challenge the professionals

If the technical guys always win –
Lets get them onboard early
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Three approaches to change by seeing the tree as an actor in street design were explored through workshops:  Chase the standards: As norms for street design are revised, volumes above and below ground need to be included, as well as the recognition of the vitality and ecosystem services of existing trees and root systems. Change the education: Existing norms and habitual approaches have to be challenged by architects and engineers, and the room for challenging the norms and adapt to new users and needs should have a stronger place in education. Challenge the professionals: there is the need for interdiciplinary planning where the objective of including green infrastructure and accommodating the volume of trees is a precondition. 



CARTOGRAPHIES OF OPPORTUNITY
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  though the attitude towards street trees are dominantly positive, the reoccurring statement would be – just not in this street. Unless streets for trees are specifically defined – there will always be “other streets” where it is more suitable. Just not in this street. If not in this street – then where? Moving from street to city level, we have used the case of Oslo to create cartographies of opportunity. 



CITY TREES
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Data on urban trees is partly extracted from PBE's database of registered trees trees, and partly from BYM's tree database, which also includes information on species and size.



STREET TREE MAPPING

Av 27.285 innmålte bytrær står
10.379 innenfor 5m fra kjørebane og 
13.159 innenfor 8m fra kjørebane

Av de 670 registrerte trefellingene er  
418 trær innenfor 8m fra kjørebane 
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The mapping done in this work is limited to the inner city. An extension of this data material to the dense city will be applicableIn the registrationTrees that are within street boundaries, sidewalks or mid-sectionTrees adjacent to the street, 0-8m from the edge of the lane. With Sidewalk 3m it becomes 5m from the gate









WHO TAKES CARE OF THE STREET TREES?

9368 står på offentlig grunn
4609 står på privat grunn

8m fra kjørebane 
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Different situations, private and public treesSet aside resources to collaborate with residents - and develop effective ways to engage residentsAnnual activities for participation and dissemination of knowledge When a minimum standard for parking spaces has been used to provide guidelines for the development of homes, offices, nursing homes and schools -Can we do the same for trees? A minimum standard - which says that for every 100m2 of office space, or for every 10 employees, there should be a tree ?, or 0.3 trees per apartment? 0.2 trees per 10 pupils? Or 1 tree per hospital bed?



WHO ARE THE PRIVATE CARETAKERS?
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Set aside resources to work with residents and with large property managersDevelop ways to engage residentsAnnual activities for participation and dissemination of knowledgeCan we regulate for increased tree planting on private land?Hvem er de private forvalterne? Kirkelig Fellesråd 325Borettslag tilknyttet OBOS: 530Oslo Børs 17Norges Bank 22



PUBLIC CARETAKERS?
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OffentligOffentlige gatetrær 9.160 totalt Av trærne på offentlig grunn er det mange som forvaltes av andre etater enn BYM Oslo Kommune 7.769Kommunale foretak, herunder undervisningsbygg med 232 trærOslo Universitetssykehus 265Statlige eiendommer, med statsbygg som forvalter for  263Statens vegvesen 707Universitetet i Oslo 159 



DENSITY OF TREES
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Density of streets – copenhagenVariation of trees - malmø



POTENTIAL FOR TREES
> 100m mellom gatetrær
> 16m mellom gatetrær
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Hvilke gater har mange trær?Hvilke gater har ingen trærWhich streets have many trees?Which streets have no trees?



REGULATION GREEN STREETS
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Er de fortsatt grønne?Hva hvis vi fortsetter gatene – hvor mange trær/eller gater kan vi legge til i oversikten? WHAT IF - WE COMPLETE TREE PLANTING ACCORDING TO COMMUNITY PLAN



REGULATION GREEN STREETS
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Kommuneplanens trerekkerHvis de videreføres, ren enkel trerekke, 16m avstand, 378 trærDer det er politisk vedtatt - 12 Kun bykart



HISTORIC GREEN STREETS
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Dernest egne vurderingerDe historiske tregatene, kollega Tørres Rasmussen, har gjennomgått og plassert inn de gatene hvor det historisk har vært trærHvilke gater er dette?Er de fortsatt grønne?Hva hvis vi fortsetter gatene – hvor mange trær/eller gater kan vi legge til i oversikten? WHAT IF - We Complete and Extend Historical Structures



HISTORIC GREEN STREETS
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Er de fortsatt grønne?Hva hvis vi fortsetter gatene – hvor mange trær/eller gater kan vi legge til i oversikten?Fullføre 260 trør dobbeltForlenge 759 



STORMWATER RETENTION
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Tregater som grønn infrastruktur, bidra til å løse fysiske miljøproblemervannhusholdning og erosjonsforebyggingherunder – «trær er et viktig hjelpemiddel for å redusere flom og oversvømmelserGater som fungerer som dreneringslinjer, hvor det vil være hensiktsmessig å diskutere permeable løsninger – og kombinasjon med trærVelg ut de store gatene som har større dreneringslinjer,Velg ut punkter hvor det kan få ekstra verdi



GREEN STREETS FOR RECREATION
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Tregater som folkehelseinitiativ – og dyrehelse?Korridorer for folk og dyrTradisjonelle tregater har vært lagt til travle trafikk – gater. Er det fotgjengergater istedet?1442 trær



HOTSPOTS OF OPPORTUNITY
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When There is never really space for trees  - where to start?!!Når det aldri egentlig er plass til trær – hvor kan vi starte? 



Maridalsveien

Stenersgata

Københavngata
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Alle tiltakene samlet



HOTSPOT: 
KØBENHAVNGATA

Utflytende gaterom, dårlig utnyttelse

Lange krysningsavstander

Potensiale som attraktivt sydvendt byrom



HOTSPOT: 
KØBENHAVNGATA

Hundehjørnet - Ny plassdannelse

Strammere linjeføring gir rom for attraktive 
fortausarealer



HOTSPOT: 
MARIDALSVEIEN

Ubenyttet sideareal på statlig grunn

Flomproblematikk

Mye infrastruktur i grunnen

Utflytende parkeringsareal



HOTSPOT: 
MARIDALSVEIEN

Blågrønn sentrumsforbindelse

Forskyvning av veiens linjeføring 

Plass til todisig swale/overvannsgrøft med 
variert trevegetasjon. 



HOTSPOT: 
STENERSGATA

Logistikkareal med baksidepreg i sentrum

Utydelig hierarki og bevegelsesmønster

Parkeringskjeller og mye infrastruktur i 
grunnen



HOTSPOT: 
STENERSGATA

Grønn City forbindelse

Møblering av gaterom og tverrforbindelse

Sambruksareal med oppbygging av 
jordvolum på dekke

Inndeling av bruksflater til varelevering og 
lesbare gangforbindelser
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The partners of the project comes from a wide range of backgrounds – and none of them would have expected to spend so much of their professional time speaking of trees – before this project In Hug the streets – the partners include From Tøi, researcher on safety and securityFrom UIO, researcher on large infrastructure systemsFrom NTNU, researcher on design and participatory designFrom Vestlandsforskning, urban ecologist. From Sintef – researcher on zero energy emissions, zero energy neighbourhoods From Link, not a researcher at all – but a practitionerI was the initiator of the project and as a landscape architect had studied city planning and street design. I questioned why plans and drawings of streets would so often include trees, but looking around the built environment – the streets were as grey as ever! Where did the trees disappear? When during the planning process were they present or not? And if present, who removed them? Or why where they never included? 
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